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Dominique Ristori Director-General of the Joint Research Centre (JRC), European Commission, noted 
the need to revisit the current market design taking into account all new aspects including the 
evolution of the energy mix, market efficiency, risk management, cross-border management, 
regional cooperation, and the financing needs. He underlined the need for investment in generation, 
transmission, distribution, and storage. We should pay more attention to storage. We need to attract 
more capital from financial markets. We need to reinforce the European governance, regrouping all 
actors including policy makers, operators, regulators, TSOs, DSOs, banks, consumers, to identify and 
concentrate on clear needs and key priorities. For this we need scientific support – more and well-
connected data, more and better performing models to test different scenarios and their added 
value to prepare the best possible political decisions. JRC will prepare main 
conclusions/documentation early next year. 
 
Michael Hager, Head of Cabinet of Commissioner Günther Oettinger, thanked for the excellent series 
of Round Tables and for the important input to designing European energy policy. Financing is a 
challenge for generation (including renewables), transmission, distribution and research. There is 
money available – just take a look at the pension funds – but we need to steer it in the right 
direction. We have the infrastructure package, CEF1, PCIs. The infrastructure package paves the way 
to EU co-financing of projects and to speed up permits and cross-border activities. Generation 
investments should be left to the market. There is also the question of subsidies which risk distorting 
the market. Stable regulatory framework conditions are key to market functioning and for attracting 

                                                           
1 CEF=connecting Europe facility 
PCI = projects of common interest 
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the necessary investment. We have a commonly agreed design for electricity and gas which has not 
yet been fully implemented by the Member States. The Internal Energy Market provides for the most 
cost-efficient solution and we need to give this process a further push.  
 

Jeroen van der Veer, former CEO of Royal Dutch Shell plc, and Chairman of the Global Agenda 
Council on New Energy Architecture of the World Economic Forum ("Davos Club"), referred to the 
Shell scenario and presented two variants. The first, called “mountains”, assumes that there is strong 
political power at the top. The other, called “oceans”, assumes that governments run behind the 
facts. His key points were: Fossil fuels will continue to play a very important role in the coming 
decades. In both scenarios gas is more than a transition fuel. Solar energy grows faster if 
governments are less in control. Both Shell scenarios will not meet the 2° C 'constraint line' (chart 3). 
The scenario makers do not know how large nuclear will be in 50 years' time.  
He mentioned the new energy architecture discussion at the World Economic Forum in Davos 
including the attempt to produce an energy index on how well a country fuels its GDP and how well it 
does on energy conservation. 
 
Detlef Dauke, Director-General, Head of Department for Energy Policy, German Federal Ministry of 
Economics and Technology, reported on the new federal government; for energy, economics and 
environment departments of two ministries will be merged in the Federal Ministry of Economics and 
Energy.  
The process which has been set up in this project is remarkable. The right questions have been 
asked.  
We still have a number of questions to answer in the power market. Do we for example need to 
redirect the course of development of the electricity market and do we need to take further 
measures? Is the Energy-Only Market (EOM) still appropriate to deal with all situations, including 
extreme ones? In France and UK, legislative decisions for capacity markets have already been taken. 
Is there enough discussion at European level? How can we make the process more European? 
Capacity mechanisms are not simply add-ons to the existing market because they generate new 
sources of cash flows (income). The more successful capacity markets will be, the more they will 
dampen peak prices. But in the end, capacity markets further constrain the EOM and are having an 
(distorting) effect on energy prices. This is also an issue for European cross-border exchange: How to 
further organise cross-border compensation? This is an issue of distribution, on a European-regional 
level and cannot be anymore a national one. He believes we need cross-border cooperation with 
regard to the question of how foreign plant can participate adequately in MS capacity mechanisms. 
European coordination begins with the regions; also non-EU Member States like Switzerland and 
Norway need to be involved. We need the best possible generation units on the market. Generation 
is very much an issue, which cannot be seen in terms of regions only. For regulation and investment 
we need rules that make foreign plant able to participate. 
 
Jerzy Buzek, Member of the European Parliament, former President of the European Parliament, 
referred to energy as one of the most important policy issues to help to overcome the economic 
crisis. The Internal Energy Market (IEM) and innovation strategies are crucial for Europe (no 
social/environmental dumping). It is impossible to be competitive with large EU-US energy price 
differentials. The challenge is to balance environmental protection and climate issues with energy 
issues. Climate policy should become part of energy policy, not dominate it, if we want to be 
competitive and create jobs. Energy efficiency is one of the most important issues for the EU. Energy 
security/reliability of supply is a big concern. He recommended that not low carbon but low 
emissions(!) should be the target and called on making use of all available technologies (e.g. clean 
coal technologies). He made some points for IEM implementation: The optimal EU structure for 
interconnections will have to be evaluated; all incentive schemes should be gradually stopped by 
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2020; markets will have to be user-friendly (e.g. how to use ICT – Information and Communication 
Technology).  
 
Dominique Ristori, Director-General of the Joint Research Centre, European Commission, referred to 
the upcoming European Council meeting in February 2014 and to the shift to more competition via 
“low emission” policy.  
 

Session I – Financing needs and conditions for investment in generation, transmission, and 
distribution. How to develop liquidity in the market? 

Moderator Cheryl Fisher, Director, Energy Department, European Investment Bank, introduced the 
session focusing on financing needs and market liquidity. There is a need for long-term signals to 
financing. Is the EOM sufficient to generate these signals?  
The amount of debt that infrastructure companies (TSOs/DSOs) can raise is limited. New 
technologies are challenging the way we finance and manage markets. Can investments signals be 
delivered by the EOM alone? Financial risks can indeed be mitigated by portfolio approaches. 
 
Henk Don, Member of the Board and Vice-Chair of the Netherlands Authority for Consumers and 
Markets (ACM), referred to the problems of implementing European agreements on climate goals 
and the IEM. Customer energy prices consist of more taxes and subsidies than actual energy costs. 
ETS is not sufficiently incentivised. Gas was thought to be the transition fuel – instead we see a high 
use of coal. He proposed three features of the target model: (i) cost reflective wholesale prices, (ii) 
cross-border balancing markets, and (iii) improved allocation of interconnection capacities. National 
subsidy schemes and capacity mechanisms have to be assessed in view of such a target model. We 
need a thorough analysis of current market situation instead of jumping to premature conclusions. 
Which aspects will support the transition to RES? And might there be a future for an enhanced EOM? 
He affirmed this under the following preconditions: The target model has to be fully implemented, 
distorting effects on wholesale prices need to be reduced/eliminated, and user price regulation 
needs to be stopped and wholesale price caps need to be removed and value of flexibility needs to 
be remunerated. 
 
Klaus-Dieter Borchardt, Director, Internal Energy Market, DG Energy, European Commission, focused 
on concrete investment needs. He showed a slide with a breakdown of over 1 trillion € investment 
needed in generation and transmission/distribution (chart 2). In order to make the Internal Energy 
Market work we need to meet the investment challenge at lowest possible cost. TSOs are the driving 
force for infrastructure investment. We need a regulatory framework to drive this investment. We 
are advancing on market codes, which are prerequisite for cross-border trading. Full implementation 
of the Third Energy Package is lagging. Support schemes are not in line with what is needed to work 
in an integrated market. He emphasised the need to rethink RES support schemes. The Commission 
Communication of 5 November 2013 is pointing in this direction. He called for Member States to 
bring national support schemes in line with these guidelines. Retroactive changes undermine 
investors' confidence. 
The business case for conventional generation is under pressure. Generators make profit only during 
half of the number of hours than before. They need to rely on equity instead of debt; otherwise the 
financial risk would be very high. We need an adequate carbon price, and the market should be able 
to remunerate flexibility (incl. value of lost load). Attitude of national regulatory authorities (NRAs) 
differs from Member State to Member State: some are more open to investment and willing to 
increase tariffs in order to guarantee returns of investment. Investors need to know that there is no 
risk from unbundling. One has to clarify the conditions under which investors can invest in both e.g. 
generation and infrastructure.  
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Projects of Common Interest (PCI) benefits include accelerated permit granting, improved regulatory 
treatment and CEF financial support (first TSOs, then private capital, the COM would cover the 
missing bit). TSOs do not own the money necessary. We need recapitalisation – but the problem is 
that the owners of the networks might not be willing/able to inject new equity and will need to take 
on board new/private investors, or go for innovative financing solutions. Investment in DSO networks 
of about 400 billion Euros are needed to integrate RES, to make the system “smarter” and can help 
to lower transmission line needs (slide 12). 
 
 
Giovanni de Santi, Director of the Institute for Energy and Transport, Joint Research Centre, 
European Commission, mentioned that we need a strategy for energy transition. He pointed out that 
there are still discrepancies and imbalances in technologies, markets, infrastructure/storage. 
Scientific support can facilitate to find integrated solutions. He showed maps of installed RES energy 
per capita (slides 4-5). The installed capacity of a country can impact the neighbouring countries. He 
then addressed the price issue of PV-electricity compared to final retail prices. PV generation already 
costs less in many countries. The current European power system is still weakly interconnected. We 
need stronger cross-border infrastructure (interconnections) for a more efficient/effective exchange 
of energy. We need a clear/harmonised regulatory framework otherwise investors will be reluctant 
to invest. He presented results of on-going work using the JRC-EU TIMES model. The role of 
electricity in the energy mix will increase and the share of intermittent RES will grow. He outlined the 
need for an integrated roadmap (slide 12) reaching from research to implementation of the most 
suitable energy sources including the proper infrastructure. JRC chairs this activity and will present its 
first deliverables in 2014, followed by an action plan. There is a need to analyse at a regional level 
and to develop a dynamic model, which can calculate RES impact on smart grids via cross-border 
interconnections. We need to see better how different parts of the system work and communicate 
together. There is also an urgent need for common standards. The JRC is therefore putting together a 
centre for interoperability, with the US (Argonne). JRC wants to launch a new network putting 
together EU S&T networks. 
 
Jérôme Le Page, Market & Regulation Consultant, Electricity Committee, European Federation of 
Energy Traders, presented how the present framework addresses the impact of RES on the IEM (slide 
2). RES support schemes are shifting the risk from investors to other actors (TSO/DSOs, and in the 
end to non-privileged consumers). Also priority dispatch has a detrimental effect on market 
functioning. There is a lack of maturity and harmonisation of intraday and balancing markets and he 
criticised insufficient demand side participation in the market on an hour-to-hour basis. He 
highlighted elements from the Commission Communication on Public Intervention from 5 November 
2013: Market integration of RES support, phase out of priority dispatch (balance responsibility), and 
ensure cross-border trade in RES-energy. Capacity mechanisms are to be preceded by improvements 
to market functioning. We have seen too many interventions. We need to have compatibility and we 
need to think if there is a necessity of any such mechanism. 
 
Jacek Brandt, Director International Cooperation and Regulatory Affairs, Business Development 
Bureau, Polish Power Exchange, emphasised that RES should fully participate in the forward, day 
ahead, intraday, balancing markets. We need equal rules for all market participants. Currently, RES 
place orders at zero price on the market, knowing they will be fully remunerated through subsidies 
(e.g. via transmission fees). RES should be responsible for balancing. Price differences reflect the cost 
of balancing for grid operators (TSOs/DSOs and indirectly generators). Remaining imbalances should 
be traded in real time. RES support schemes should not distort any more electricity price signals: 
each Member State should decide which technologies should be promoted/adopted in a local market 
(e.g. PV – economic effectiveness is higher in the south than in central or northern Europe). 
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Regarding improper cross-subsidy of costs, FiT2 beneficiaries often place zero-orders on the market, 
creating permanent pressure on electricity prices. He advocated a common European Green 
Certificate support scheme because national support schemes have highly adverse impacts on the 
market. The three elements creating the biggest distortion are: (i) price spikes, (ii) scarcities of rent, 
and (iii) the lack of investments. 
He underlined the importance of re-establishing wholesale prices as the reference signal for 
investments in generation (slide 4). Currently there is a cross subsidy of low wholesale prices through 
transmission tariffs.  
He then presented the transmission grid model providing grid operators (TSOs/DSOs) with 
opportunities to reduce balancing costs and reduce distortions (slide 5). Aggregated balancing at 
each level voltage is crucial (all grid operators, generators, exchanges, and consumers should 
participate in the balancing process). There is a need for a European harmonisation of rewarding 
schemes for capacity in order to avoid negative impact of incompatible mechanisms on the markets. 
There is a decreasing trend for wholesale prices since 2008. The bottom are variable costs which 
remain on the market. RES will set the marginal price. The most expensive of this will set the bottom 
label of those prices. We cannot accept a situation where any new investment will need a contract 
for difference. We need to avoid prices being mainly due to transmission.  
 
 
Discussion: 
 
Francesca Campolongo, Head of Unit, Scientific Support to Financial Analysis, Joint Research Centre, 
European Commission, underlined the need for scientific support to top down as well as to bottom 
up approaches. She emphasised the need for more normative scenarios and not only explorative 
scenarios. Normative scenarios are crucial to help policy makers to set targets. She stressed that a 
single target would give more flexibility. 
 
Pedro de Sampaio Nunes, Head of the EUREKA Secretariat, recalled the current market design 
problems and brought the example of Portugal that invested a lot in intermittent RES and now has 
the forth-highest electricity price in Europe. FiTs are more than twice the market price, and state aid 
needs to be given to incumbent energy utilities that make losses. In the current debt crisis costs for 
backups or storage are problematic. 
 
Graham Weale, Chief Economist of RWE AG, highlighted that it is not just economics that count, 
politics is also important: In economic terms the EOM has many positive aspects. But it has a major 
shortcoming: prices are high when markets are tight – politicians and customers do not like that. For 
new investments in the energy-only market, prices need to be high for a longer period. On the other 
hand, one can allow excess capacity to close, but this capacity might be needed in 10 years' time. 
 
Daniel Muether, International Coordination Energy Regulation, German energy regulator 
(Bundesnetzagentur), stressed that first we need market investment, then regulatory tariffs, then 
regulatory investment, and finally EU investment.  Energy regulators in ACER are doing a scoping of 
tariffs and exchange best practices on granting investment to especially risky projects. 
 
Klaus-Dieter Borchardt, Director, Internal Energy Market, DG Energy, European Commission, 
explained that regulators are to set the right framework for TSOs/DSOs in order to guarantee 
availability of infrastructure in time. Price signals alone are currently not enough: it therefore seems 
that in the short run we will have to go for regulated investment and then it  would be up to the 
                                                           
2 FiT=feed on tariff 
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NRAs to decide on these investments. If one sets too many normative targets, it will not facilitate the 
huge amount of work ahead of us, but there is also a political dimension to reduce complexity. 
Retroactive changes are detrimental to the overall RES investment in Europe. Capacity mechanisms 
are just another layer to the problem. New investment in generation capacity should be 
implemented in a second stage. Not all EU Member States need huge generation investments. There 
is need for similar conditions for investments across Europe. 
He referred to the remark that politicians feel uneasy about price spikes: This should not affect 
individual users, and industrial users should become more flexible to adapt to this. If we go to 
capacity mechanisms too early we lose flexibility. There is a lesson for possible investors: they should 
cope with uncertainties, try a mix of investment opportunities rather going for a single option that 
would pay only under a particular scenario. 
 
Jérôme Le Page, Market & Regulation Consultant, Electricity Committee, European Federation of 
Energy Traders, referred to the remark of Mr Graham Weale on energy-only markets and capacity 
mechanisms and underlined that the market can answer many questions. The decision that needs to 
be taken now is if we manage a European market design or if we will continue to have fragmented 
national designs detrimental to the IEM. The implementation of the Third Energy Package is not 
complete yet. He asked if there is willingness in the Commission, the European Parliament and in 
Member States to push for changes in the RES directive. 
 
Jacek Brandt, Director International Cooperation and Regulatory Affairs, Business Development 
Bureau, Polish Power Exchange, added that capacity mechanisms should be limited to a strategic role 
and cannot disturb markets as RES do right now. 
 
Henk Don, Member of the Board and vice-Chair of the Netherlands Authority for Consumers and 
Markets (ACM), underlined that for investments needs, regulators have to help giving incentives. He 
urged that we should not give up the energy-only market too soon. If we implement capacity 
markets now we will lose options. 
 
Konstantin Staschus, Secretary-General, ENTSO-E, referred to imbalances and to the work on the 
ENTSO-E target model. A network code on balancing is under development to further harmonise the 
IEM. It is difficult to deal with timing/pricing of imbalances as they vary in different Member States. 
Could these price imbalances be related to missing money effects? 
 
 
 
 
 
Launching of the Baltic Energy Security Research Platform: 
 
Dominique Ristori, Director-General of the Joint Research Centre, European Commission, 
emphasised the importance to consolidate the EU energy market and referred to the European 
Council in spring 2014. He highlighted the initiative of the Lithuanian Presidency on energy security. 
We need to assess where we are and where to go in each component of energy security: generation, 
transmission and distribution, as well as storage. In the frame of the Baltic Energy Security Research 
Platform prominent Institutes of Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia and Sweden as well as the JRC signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding that aims in coordinating research activities in energy security and 
energy infrastructures. 
 
Rolandas Kriščiūnas, Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs, Lithuanian Presidency of the Council of the 
European Union, pointed out that energy security was one of the most important priorities of the 
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Lithuanian Presidency. Lithuania is still an energy island. Energy security, the completion of the IEM, 
the completion of missing cross-border interconnections, and the implementation of the legal basis 
are crucial. The external dimension of EU energy policy is being strengthened. The EU should speak 
with a single voice when talking with suppliers, transit countries, international organisations, or 
technology providers. Science can offer a strong contribution to achieve these goals. With the JRC, 
we found a very strong and committed partner. The jointly organised conference on 'Scientific 
Support to Energy Security in the Baltic Sea Region' at the opening of Lithuania's Presidency on 4 July 
2013 in Vilnius underlined the need to strengthen cooperation between Member States and key 
partners from government, industry, science and society. We asked why not creating a Platform of 
Baltic energy security issues. The Prime Ministers of three Baltic countries met, supported the idea, 
and then prominent research centres signed an agreement with the JRC. 
He thanked Commissioner Oettinger for his skilful steering of the European energy sector towards a 
more secure future, and Mr Ristori for his dedication for promoting energy security research. 
 
Günther Oettinger, European Commissioner for Energy, noted that this meeting takes place at a 
crucial moment when we are making important progress in the Europeanization of energy research, 
energy infrastructure, and energy policy. Energy is becoming a key sector for the economy and for 
society.  
He referred to the final investment decision for the Southern gas corridor from Baku via Georgia, 
Turkey, Greece and Italy and to the cumbersome decision making process and the national egoisms 
when building a pipeline in Europe. 
He then referred to research policy: The EU objective is to invest 3% of GDP in research (400 billion 
Euros p.a.) – via private, public and EU investments. The EU average is now at 2%. He emphasised 
that there are more valuable European research projects than can be funded through Horizon 2020. 
Attempts to achieve cross-border research, cooperation between research centres, industry, and 
PPPs are essential. We need best practise and teamwork. 
He underlined the importance of the European Union for its Member States and referred to the 
situation in the Ukraine. Energy has also geo-strategic importance. We should become smarter in 
Europe and work together: with PCIs, and with CEF that can enable pan-European cross-border gas 
and electricity infrastructure. From Finland to Poland, there should be a new energy infrastructure 
that will make people in those areas more independent and profit from price reductions. 
In January 2014, we will decide whether we go further with the EU 20-20-20 objectives. We need a 
smarter approach to continue with the EU energy and climate strategy. Our energy policy was based 
on the expectation that fossil fuels would become more expensive, but gas and coal are currently 
getting cheaper and the oil price stabilised.  
RES are getting more opposition and the shale gas revolution endangers industrial competitiveness in 
Europe. Energy prices are becoming increasingly important. We need a European internal market for 
gas, but we will also need to think how to reduce the price differential to the US. The same is true for 
the electricity price. I am glad that the upcoming European Council meeting in spring is looking at 
industrial policy, which has not been a matter for Brussels.  
We need new energy supplies, network infrastructures, and storage. We also should keep shale gas 
an option. Shale gas in Europe will not have the same importance as in the US. In the electricity 
sector, we need to see where RES are best suitable. The IEM will only be possible with pan-European 
networks. We can achieve significant cost reductions if we would decide on a common smart 
structure and strategy instead of having 28 different strategies. 
I am sure the Baltic States and Finland will find the appropriate way of being good neighbours with 
Russia while being integrated in the EU framework with Denmark, Sweden or Germany. 
 
Giovanni de Santi, Director of the Institute for Energy and Transport, Joint Research Centre, 
European Commission, presented the Baltic Energy Security Research Platform. He emphasised the 
need to collaborate and to develop a cross-border energy system for the Baltic, with different 
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integrated technical solutions. Together we have established a clear work programme and will 
organise the kick-off meeting at the beginning of 2014. The Baltic Energy Security Platform is a model 
also for other regions. 
 
 
 
 
Session II – Which European market design can attract more capital at financial markets? 
 
Moderator André Merlin, outgoing President of CIGRE; President of MEDGRID, asked under which 
architecture the electricity market can be organised. The circumstances, which led to the present 
design, have changed. This morning session addressed investment needs, low wholesale prices 
leading to the closing of modern gas power plants. Low coal prices in Europe resulting from the 
shale-gas powered US electricity sector, and from low CO2 prices. There are still insufficient cross-
border interconnections in the EU. RES-integration needs interconnections: this is also being 
addressed by EU infrastructure regulations. We need to revisit the European electricity market 
design and take into account the new circumstances. 
 
Graham Weale, Chief Economist of RWE AG, addressed the question of what market design can 
enable a secure, low-carbon power supply at lowest cost. He highlighted that in Germany, Italy, or 
Spain there was no shortage of capital supporting rapid RES growth. The question is more if this led 
to a good economic result. 
Meeting energy and climate targets at lowest costs will still be very capital intensive. Therefore 
annuity costs of capital must be minimised by avoiding overbuild/inefficiencies and limit investors 
risks with stable rules. A market-based system should be applied wherever possible. A European 
dimension in terms of scale (interconnections) and standardisation is essential to minimise costs. He 
underlined the growing problems with the current policies, which endanger the security of supply 
and affordability. The revenues at wholesale markets are too low for many conventional power 
plants while consumer do not profit from these low prices due to high RES surcharges (slides 4-5). 
He proposed 4 instruments to meet consumer objectives: (i) the European internal market (supply 
energy at lowest cost); (ii) meet security of supply at minimum cost (capacity market, only when 
needed); (iii) ETS to decarbonise; (iv) to meet RES targets we need a market based system and EU 
standardisation will help contain the cost. 
A capacity market should promote security of supply at lowest cost and not be used to meet other 
objectives. The upper limit could be set by the new entry costs of Open Cycle Gas Turbines (OCGT) at 
1.3 Cent/kWh. He proposed a dual price formation from the energy and capacity market. The merit 
order of the plants in a capacity market will not necessarily be the same as the merit order in an 
EOM. In the capacity market plants bid based on their cash-cost losses per MW. The demand side 
also bids in (slides 8-9). 
ETS should remain the primary decarbonisation instrument. Simple requirement is to set an 
ambitious but realistic target for 2030 and avoid periodic interventions. RES under non-market 
support schemes are effectively shielded from market risks, which are transferred to third parties 
(market-based generation, grids, and consumers). He advocated a market-based feed-in premium for 
RES as proposed by the German industry association BDEW (slides 12-13). Conventional plants would 
be remunerated from the wholesale market and the capacity market. The remuneration from two 
markets with somewhat independent volatility should reduce risk. A market approach should be 
more effective but also leads to slightly higher costs for capital. The level of risk will determine who 
brings funds to the table (slide 15).  
He summarised, Europe faces the choice between state regulated basis or returning to a market-
based approach. The current hybrid is the worst of all options. 
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Olivier Musset, Global Head of the Energy Group, Natural Resources and Energy Financing Group, 
Société Générale, presented conditions and recipes for long-term bank lending to new power plants 
and infrastructure. Commercial banks have been less active by 30% (2013) in project financing 
because the energy industry has put together fewer projects.  
The financing has to meet several criteria to be of value for investors: (i) size matters; (ii) high 
leverage (e.g. 80% debt; 20% equity); (iii) tenure of debt to match cash flow profile of utility sector 
(16-18 years); (iv) fair allocation of risks between the developers and the banks. Today, construction 
risks are usually taken by banks and not by developers (e.g. for offshore wind). There are only two 
lending conditions of banks to look at long-term financing: Either it concerns a highly competitive 
asset (e.g. refineries, LNG facilities), or there is an acceptable regulatory framework (e.g. FiTs 
attracting financing due to predictable cash flows over a long period of time) (slide 5). 
Changes in energy commodity prices and other non-market related regulatory factors (subsidies, 
tariffs) interact and make it difficult for the bank or developer to predict which energy source will be 
more competitive. This impacts the ability to give long-term loans. Every country has specificities, 
which require expertise to be understood to predict cash flows. Regulation should be stable and not 
subject to retroactive changes. There is a need for European and national financing institutions to 
bridge gaps in financing. We will continue to have a regulated element. A more market oriented 
mechanism with an adequate regulated framework in place will increase liquidity for sound projects. 
Liquidity can be provided from commercial banks, project bonds, and European financing institutions 
(slide 8). 
 
Martin Brough, Director, Utilities Research, Deutsche Bank, emphasised that the power markets are 
always in a state of disequilibrium with a certain degree of misallocation of resources. Changes in the 
market design do not change the underlying economics: Asset values are rising when there is a 
capacity shortage. There is no such thing as a pure "energy-only" market as all markets need some 
degree of pre-commitment in them. There are always 2-sided benefits of effective pre-commitments: 
(i) de-risking for generators/investors; (ii) commitments of security for politicians/customers (slide 3). 
From a regulatory point of view there is problem in enforcing competition law in spot markets. 
Competition authorities should set out more clearly in advance under which circumstances 
generators in the market can price high. If this is not easy to do then it might be another argument as 
to why some elements of pre-commitment and capacity trading should be done in advance. Ex ante 
rules or commitments can limit the distributional impacts as less power is traded on the basis of 
marginal real time prices. 
On a financial side, merchant generation worldwide has not earned its cost of capital. It is hard to 
persuade anyone on the equity-side to back new CCGT investments. Also a 3-4 years ahead capacity 
market does not really address the 30 year payback period of a CCGT.  Fossil/thermal generation 
competes in very short term close to delivery (?), while RES are (?) more on the long term. Fossils 
should be allowed to compete for long term electricity provision (e.g. a fixed price for 30 years 
including the price for gas and carbon tax), and RES should be exposed to more short term marginal 
costs. 
He presented a slide of policy risks and opportunities (slide 8). Low carbon generation with a lot of 
equity will not be affordable. The credit worthiness of end users is very high, but there is a huge risk 
embedded in sunken capital in the sector. There is a need for mechanisms for refinancing sunken 
capital at rates closer to the cost of debt (slide 9). He pleaded for a market design where marginal 
prices should equal marginal costs. End users do not face marginal prices but unit prices, which are 
the same regardless of the marginal energy price. This discourages demand response measures. Unit 
prices are too high, capacity prices are too low. RES are endangering grid parity while energy 
intensive industry might move to North America for cheap gas. He underlined that a greater use of 
pre-commitment mechanisms and forward trading of property rights helps rather than hinders 
setting marginal prices at marginal cost. 
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Karl Ludwig Brockmann, Vice President, Group Officer Environment and Sustainability, KfW Group, 
supported the view of previous speakers that there is currently no business case in the market to 
invest in new gas or coal fired power plants: spot prices are too low and capital costs for new 
capacity are not covered (relatively high marginal costs). In the event of scarcity, there would be 
higher spot prices (unlikely to be optimal), which could lead to insecurity and excess volatility (not 
bankable from a project financing perspective). High prices and the threat of blackouts induce 
government intervention. 
He pointed out that a power purchasing agreement used to contain two elements: an energy and a 
capacity charge. In a system with a high degree of RES, there are few peak load hours and timing and 
prices are hard to predict (slide 3-4). He presented 4 different financing opportunities: (i) venture 
capital companies could enter in the early construction stages (particularly in offshore wind) and 
later sell the plant to an energy utility; (ii) energy utility could take the power purchase agreement on 
their balance via corporate finance; (iii) new products on the energy-only market could secure the 
necessary reliability (e.g. long forward contracts with more than 4 years); (iv) capacity market. 
He showed a slide illustrating debt service cover ratios of the same power plant with two different 
volatility scenarios (slide 5). In a more stable scenario (dotted line) principal and interest are paid. In 
a stress scenario with very high volatility, the cover ratios line would go below the expectations and 
ultimately create a liquidity problem. 
 
Dominique Candrian, CEO and Partner, PQ Energy, presented PQ Energy which is a Blackstone 
subsidiary, one of the largest private equity firms in the world managing 160 billion Dollars in assets. 
The purpose of PQ Energy is to invest and develop flexible power plants which are complementary to 
the transition in the European energy sector.  
In order to attract more capital for the energy market we need to be aware of (i) the market 
environment; (ii) at what cost this capital should be attracted; (iii) at what risks do investors finance 
in the market. 
Add i: What is our environment? The market is dominated by RES with zero marginal costs 
generation assets. In some European countries we are at a situation where peak load will soon be 
20% below the installed RES capacity (or twice as high as minimum load). In this environment, it is 
not consistent with investors' fiduciary interests to invest in flexible generation assets which are 
needed to safeguard the security of supply. If capital is mobilised in such an environment, it can only 
be speculative money coming at high cost. He referred to the expected costs of the EU energy 
system of 1.100 billion Euros until 2020 as mentioned by Mr Borchardt. 
Add ii: Capital is not a scarce commodity in this context, but it needs the right regulatory framework. 
If we want to mobilise capital for flexible power generation assets, we need a stable, long-term 
oriented environment. In order to mobilise capital at low costs, the mechanism/market design 
should not pay for assets which are already available (no windfall profits). The mechanism needs to 
be competitive (auctioned in a competitive, transparent manner). Long-term financing has to be 
secured for a project. For that, we do not need capacity markets but we need capacity payments for 
a period of at least 15-20 years (90€/kWel p.a. and 120€/kWel p.a. for Combined Cycle plants). He 
shared the view that the solution needs to be simple. Long-term debt brings cost down. 
Add iii: The risks of developing a power plant are well known. Financing/operating a power plant is a 
risky undertaking, which required a lot of skills. 
 
Christian Growitsch, Director Applied Research, Institute for Energy Economics (EWI), University of 
Cologne; Representative of the Euro-CASE Energy Platform, pointed out that in the past, financing 
risk aspects have not been enough in the centre of the discussion. Over the past years we then faced 
low energy demand due to the economic recession. Conventional generation investment over the 
last decade was quite substantial, with many market entrants. This led to overcapacity. One usually 
speaks of capacity markets when there is under capacity. There are low prices for coal and for carbon 
emissions, which make gas-fired plants cash-negative.  
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He emphasised that in the current situation a capacity market in Germany would help no one: the 
price upon overcapacity is literally zero. The security of supply (market equilibrium) provided in the 
energy-only markets we know deviated from the social equilibrium. Capacity markets might solve the 
aspect of credible commitment by regulators. We need to better understand risk, market design, and 
market participants' behaviour.  
 
Mark Bennett, Head of Credit and Risk, Finance Department, STEAG GmbH, gave a short overview of 
STEAG, active in power and heat generation in various types of power plants (fossil and RES) in 
Germany, across Europe, and overseas. Aspects of risk, return, cash flow are analysed before an 
investment decision is made. Regulatory uncertainties and market distortions are currently the main 
obstacles for starting projects. Projects take a long time before completion and changes in regulation 
make it necessary to realign loan agreements and to realign projects. As also pointed out in the 
presentation of Mr Musset, the regulatory risk is currently an obstacle to project financing via banks.  
He expressed his preference for a market oriented approach. If a capacity markets is needed, it 
should be 'in parallel' to the EOM (BDEW position).  
 
 
Discussion: 
 
Stephan Lechner, Director of the Institute for the Protection and Security of the Citizen, Joint 
Research Centre, European Commission, asked about the opportunities of a new market design. With 
risks there are also opportunities. What are the investment opportunities in storage or smart grids? 
 
Dominique Candrian, CEO and Partner, PQ Energy, replied that for a commercial bank it is difficult to 
forecast what could be the benefit of the global energy market as such. For the end-user an 
investment could reduce the bill at the end of the day. PQ Energy is active in a CCS project in the UK, 
but it does not mean much in terms of a global market for energy. It is hard for a banker to see 
where it converges towards more global opportunities.  
 
Karl Ludwig Brockmann, Vice President, Group Officer Environment and Sustainability, KfW Group, 
highlighted that gas-fired power plants are a proven technology and there are no surprises to be 
expected from a technological point of view. In Germany there are loans/venture capital for new 
start-ups connected to new energy technologies (e.g. HighTech Gründerfonds). 
 
Martin Brough, Director, Utilities Research, Deutsche Bank, underlined that if energy prices would 
reflect marginal costs there would be plenty of opportunities for financing investments, e.g. in 
energy efficiency (smart meters). 
 
Heinz Ossenbrink, Head of Unit Renewable Energy, Joint Research Centre, European Commission, 
recalled the European policy on energy efficiency targets. If we save electricity on a big scale, how 
would electricity markets react? And how could we tap into energy efficiency potential which has a 
serious cash flow problem? 
 
Martin Brough, Director, Utilities Research, Deutsche Bank, replied that there is a deception that 
smart meters and proper pricing will lead to energy savings. Off-peak electricity is cheap: with proper 
pricing end-consumers might use more electricity off-peak. In the long-term demand-side response 
should lead to a system with a much flatter profile.  
 
Klaus-Dieter Borchardt, Director, Internal Energy Market, DG Energy, European Commission, noted 
that besides investment in generation, we also need to tackle investment in infrastructure. 
Institutional investment funds look for equity investments and e.g. take over a whole TSO/DSO 
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rather than investing in green field projects – which is no solution in general. Do we give good 
reasons to the banks to be interested in project financing, and are the conditions acceptable for the 
TSOs/DSOs? Pure debt financing can be very costly. 
 
Dominique Candrian, CEO and Partner, PQ Energy, emphasised that there is a global competition for 
infrastructure projects. Last year, there were 3000km of transmission lines built in US. The return on 
equity after tax approved by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission was above 9%. Returns in 
Europe are rather low compared with other regions. 
Project financing is complex, time consuming and possibly more costly but entails diversifying risks.  
 
Olivier Musset, Global Head of the Energy Group, Natural Resources and Energy Financing Group, 
Société Générale, agreed that project financing is labour intense and possibly more costly. This being 
said it mainly depends on the predictable cash flow base. Many investors are looking for the long-
term cash flow base. We are in the paradox situation that we do not have enough liquidity and at the 
same time fund managers are desperate to find investment opportunities. He sees a communication 
problem. 
 
Caspar Jürgens, Netzwerk Institut, sees financial adequacy as a common denominator of generation 
and grid adequacy. And this denominator is set up by the regulatory framework. So far we have - 
with the exception of Switzerland - ex ante defined revenue cap limits (CAPEX). Wouldn't it be helpful 
for investors to remove these caps and instead reinforce ex-post abuse-control?  
 
Martin Brough, Director, Utilities Research, Deutsche Bank, emphasised that there needs to be at 
least an ex ante framework and you cannot leave everything to sellers and buyers. There is a desire 
for politicians/voters to see a closer link between actual investment and returns. From an equity 
holders' viewpoint, the assets should make a profit. 
 
  
Conclusions: 
 
Dominique Ristori, Director-General of the Joint Research Centre, European Commission, thanked all 
participants and noted that Mr Dauke had to return to Berlin. 
He recalled that we now have a clear political roadmap with a European summit in February 2014 on 
energy prices (meanwhile cancelled), and another in March 2014 on energy and climate. We have to 
take into account key aspects of competitiveness, sustainability and energy security. We have to go 
towards a common vision, including for the medium and long term. As presented by many today: if 
we wish to well manage the short term, we need to agree on the medium and long term. 
We also should take into account the international context: for competitiveness as for climate. It will 
be crucial to base political decisions on economic analysis, including for possible new targets. We 
need to test scenarios and possible new priorities. For that a wide dialogue and consultations are 
crucial. The opinion of operators (TSOs/DSOs), energy companies, and from energy intensive 
industries, as well as a stimulating new approach of regulators is indispensable for a more 
performing European internal market.  
It is not viable for Baltic countries to remain connected only to Russia. We cannot leave Spain and 
Portugal in quasi-complete isolation (3% interconnection when we need at least 10%). We should 
also reduce the bureaucracy attached to these processes. We need to accordingly adapt national 
legislation. A pre-condition is to well prepare the new proposal. This approach, launched in this 
format, is well suited for the new needs. 
In a second step, we will rapidly examine recommendations, including for the market and reserve 
capacity mechanisms – because TSOs are confronted with a new situation of managing not only 
peaks but also intermittency. We need to secure the market. We cannot do everything at the same 
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time and the coming months will be crucial. Solid economic analysis will enable our leaders to decide 
bearing in mind the real needs. It is fundamental to present messages coming from all key players. 
We need to clearly define our priorities and reinforce a stable regulatory framework. Considering the 
increasing role of electricity in the world, we should exploit all our routes, and join efforts.  
 
 


